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ROSPERITY FOR Professor Hartzell Receives CA~ROLL ACQUIRESA. S. s. M. . . REVENUE MINE
Junior Tribute
NEW MANGANESE PLANT
Mr. W. B. Carroll, alumnus, former
faculty member, and secretary of the
Montana state Bureau of Mines, has re-
cently acquired the Revenue group of
Claims in Madison County, together with
electric power line and transformers,
100-ton cyanide plant, two shaft houses,
dwellings, office building, assay office
and shops, all of which are fully equipped.
The Revenue was one of the most fa-
mous gold producers in this part of the
country in former years, having a pro-
duction record of two and one-half mil-
thFinances of the Associated Students. of
i e .School of Mines, the student organ-
~atJon sponsoring all athletic, social, and
o her activities not connected with thecUrroth lculum, are in a better shape now
S an they have been for years. The A.
li' S. M. debts were put under the search-
Ilght by students and faculty the latter
t art of last year, and due to this, a bet-
er Organization of activities has resulted.
\V ~'. Clarence Cota, student manager,
tho IS m no small way responsible for
hhe association's financial rehabilrtation,
as the following to say:
o ':This year the A. S. S. M. is starting
f II the road to prosperity. Due to the
;ct that all students now belong to the
a' S. S. M., much more interest is shown
Illld better support is met with on the
a,:t of the student body.
The increase in membership has also
greatly helped out the association's fi-
~ncial standing. A start is being made
b' IS year toward squaring up all old
111s;bills owed by the A. S. S. M. for
i~ny years. Up to date there has been
t aId $468.00 on debts which were COD-
~acted before the current school year.
o f this, only $50.00 was paid to firms
:Side of town. The sum of $68.00 was
o de on the first three football games
\Vf the season just closed. Five dollars
inas made through activities of the dane-
hag club. So far this year, all activities
)l ve either paid dividends above ex-
ellses or have broken even.
t ".one noteworthy feature this year is
he free subscription to the "Acropolitan"
~ll Payment of the A. S. S. M. Student
cti\'ity Pee.
r "The A. S. S. M. intends to put out a
sOotball program for the High School
• 13tate Ohampionship game to be held in
t utte the latter part of this month. If
t~IS venture is successful, it should net
1a e association around two hundred dol-
\ rs. In addition, the A. S. S. M. gets
Stone-third split of the proceeds of the
ate Championship game.
t' "At present there are only two local
1rrns and two out-of-town firms which
~re Owed money by the A. S. S. M. It
fS the ambition of the association's of-
/cers to payoff the bigger part of these
;rnaining debts of past years, this year.
llother two years such as the present
~lle, will see the A. S. S. M. not only
1ree of debt, but also a few hundred dol-
ats to the good. .
Professor L. J. Hartzell, pioneer mem-
ber of the School of Mines faculty, has
been selected by the members of the
Junior class to receive the dedication of
the 1928 "M." This tribute has been ex-
tended Professor Hartzell in recognition
of his many years as instructor, counsel-
lor, and sympathetic friend of the stu-
dents who have attended the Montana
State School of Mines.
Lester J. Hartzell was born in the
State of Colorado in 1871. He received
his primary education in a country
school, later attending the North Denver
High School. Entering the Colorado
School of Mines, he starred in football,
as well as in scholastic work, and in ad":
dition, during a full year of his course,
worked at the Pueblo smelter. He grad-
uated from the college at Golden in 1895,
with the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Chemistry.
Leaving college, -Mr. Hartzell was en-
gaged in Metallurgical work at Lake
City, in Mexico, and in Butte. In the
Butte region he was employed by
Heinze, the Granite Bi-Metallic Co. at
Philipsburg, the Butte and Boston Co.,
the old Washoe Sampler, and the Ana-'
conda Reduction Works.
In 1904 he started his work at the
School of Mines, as assistant instructor
in Chemistry and Metallurgy, under W.
G. King. For the past fifteen years he
has been Professor of Chemistry, and at
the present time is teaching Analytical
Chemistry and Assaying. .
During twenty-three years on the
School of Mines faculty, Professor Hart-
zell has served under four Presidents of
the institution, watching and helping
the school grow from its earliest infancy
to its present size. Alumni and all for-
'mer students at the school remember
their associations with Professor Hart-
zell as among: the most pleasant of their
college careers, and it need .scarcely be
said that among the present student
body he is held with great esteem.
lions over a period of thirty years. Work
was discontinued in 1922 after water and
faulting had been encountered simultan-
eously below the 200-foot level. The
significance of both the water and the
fault has been determined, and it is in-
tended to have the property operating
again in the near future.
The problem at the Revenue is mainly
geological, almost entirely one of struc-
tural geology, and the solution of this
will be of especial interest to readers of
this paper. The major features disclosed
on surface have been correlated with
those shown in extensive underground
workings. The Revenue system of flat
veins dipping some twenty-two to twenty-
five degrees have been intersected by a
series of fault veins dipping forty-five to
sixty degrees. It is at the junctures of
.the veins of these two systems that the
ore shoots have formed, varying in length
(Continued on Page Eight)
RESERVE STRENGTH WEARS OUT
SCRAPPY MINERS
By the middle of next January, Butte's
latest industry will be functioning. Af-
ter spending over half a million dollars
in equipping the old reduction -works at
the foot of Montana Street, the Domestic
Manganese Products and Development
Company will start producing manganese
for the eastern alloy steel industries.
Butte ore will be the main source of
Mount st. Charles of Helena, won the
championship of Montana's Junior Col-
legiate Conference with a 60 to 6 vic-
tory over the Montana State School of
Mines' team, in a game held on Clark's
Field at Butte on November 12. The
Saints' championship comes with a scor-
ing record of 328 against 6, for they had
previously walloped Intermountain Union
by 115 to 0, and Montana Normal 153 to
O. . SIGMA RHO BALL
A meeting of the chess players at the
~ChoOIwill be held on Friday, December
t lld, to organize a tourney for the Wl11-
at months. Several students have al-
r~adY made inquiry about a series of
cess games.
\ manganese produced, but other districts,
Routed by what looked like an over- notably Phillipsburg, will figure on the
whelming- score, the midget miners lived Over one hundred twenty-five couples
up to tradition in scoring, and even more market. Already nearly a million tons were guests of the Delta Chapter of the
so, in the way they made the game a of ore have been contracted for. Sigina Rho Fraternity at its First An-
contest. 'The game was far closer than Among the various machines installed nual Ball, held in the Worrien's Club
the score would indicate. In the first in the old reduction' building are two ro- Cottage on Monday evening, October 31.
quarter, the Saints were held at straight Invitations were issued by the Chapter to
football but scored two touchdowns on tary kilns, each eight feet in diameter members and their friends, as well as to
long forward passes, while in the same and 125 feet long. There are also six local members of the Fraternity from
period, the Miners marched forty-nine electro magnetic separators. Presumably, other chapters.
yards, thirty-five of them through the powdered coal is to. be used for fuel as Attractive decorations of the ballroom
all', to score. I were in Hallowe'en colors, orange and
Toward the close of the first period there have been installed several coal black, while the fraternity colors, red
the Miners put on a spectacular orren- pulvertzers, and black, were prominent on the souven-
sive and completed four forward passes Several students of the school are al- ir programs. A wider variety of color
in succession. Bullwinckle hurled the ready working at the plant and no doubt was 'added to the scene toward the mid-
ball in each instance. The first pass was others will follow. Work at the plant dle or the evening by a profusion of ser-
to Tim Dennehy. After this, the Miners . pen tine confetti. Music by Jan Rich's
were close to the Saints' goal line and should be of much greater mterest to orchestra supplemented efforts of the
lour future metallurgical engineers than. Chapter members in making the affair(Continued on Page Three) mucking or pushing a car. a brilliant success.
,
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chanical world by the brilhance of. our .:
conceptions of engineering' requirements.
And so we plodded painfully through·
reams of highly ingenious, though unin-
teresting matter related to acceleration
diagrams, stresses, bolt sizes and what
not.
"Then we went to the shops and dis"
illusionment came our way. There did
not seem to be so very much theory re-
quired to push a rough-cut file on a hot
day. Comfortingly we thought of the
time when we should be engaged in de-
sign or planning for another of those
departments' slangily talked of in the
shops. .
"When we reached the office,' all our
training went to smash, never to re-
turn. When does theory come in, with
the average engineer? Very seldom, so
seldom as to constitute a rarity when it
has application.
"I have thought much on the subject.
Mark you, I do not agree that engineer-
ing is merely a matter of rule of thumb.
On the contrary, I hold that thorough
knowledge of the basic principles of me-
chanics is of the very greatest impor-
tance and should be gained by numerous
experiments backed up by simple calcula-
tions. What I do think is that many of
the involved theories, embodying yards
of calculations, are out of place and
liable to warp the mental outlook to such
an extent that it takes years of prac-
tical experience in an administrative or
advisory capacity for 6ne to again at-
tain a reasonable aspect of engineering
problems.
"Never have I had need to use much
of my technical training, though doubt-
less it has influenced my mode of action.
But I have often wanted some sort of
knowledge of cost estimating and such
things connected with the business side
of work. My schooling taught me noth-
-tng of this important branch; it had to
be picked up by costly corrected mis-
takes.
"It has been stated that the various
theories with their accompanying host
of figures and algebraical symbols are
necessary for the formation of a definite
and logical mode of thought. The idea
is all right, but I fancy it does not work
out. "Cramming" is bad for anyone.
The amount of matter one has to get
through is so much that there is no
time for basic principles; the sole aim
of college days is to get the numerical
problems right.
"Concluding, I' should like to say defi-
nitely that my opinion is that our train-
ing of engineers is far too academic and CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION CALLS
presses a brake on the wheel of engin-
eering progress."
Perhaps our Alumni, those intimately
connected with engineering practice, can
tell us whether or not there are subjects
which they covered in their school days
which have been of no earthly use to
them since; and whether or not. there
are subjects which, if they had been
covered in school would have prevented
much anguish and financial loss.
Los Angeles, Calif. (By New Student
Service) Utilitarians who have been
spending a few happy years berating the
untversities for their failure to deal in
the practical may now be of good cheer
The in~vitabre has come to be, and th~
~ruverslty of Southern California, keep-
mg step WIth the march of civilization
has introduced l} four year course of
training for the motion picture industry.
T~e specified course of study includes
architecture and fine arts, technique of
cmematography, and composition, litera-
ture, and criticism. As outlined, the
study WIll deal with the technical phases
of the motion picture industry. Holly-
wood has not yet been mentioned in con-
nection with the cultural innovation.
. The New York World gives proof of
Its mterest in Southern California's ven-
ture by submitting a proposed curriculum
This, in part, follows: .
"Cinema 3a. Understudying. How to
substitute for Rin Tin Tin without run-
ning afoul of the dog catcher. 1 hour a
week. Prof. Lon Chaney."
"Cinema 2b. Osculation. While some EXCHANGE NEWS AND COMMENT
~nstruction is given in the theory, this --- t
IS primarrly a laboratory course. Dur- The tendency to generalize courses a ,
ing the first semester the student will and widen the scope of mining colle:~~
work under the direction of the instruct- seems to be general throughout l-
or; during the second, he will be required country. It is of interest to note, fOof
to do one original experiment, to be not lowing so closely the mtroductlOn ~
less than 100 film feet in length. 8. our own new courses, that the M. C. tl1~
hours a week, to count as four. Prof. LODE Houghton, Mich., announces. n
Richard Barthelmess, change of the name of the mstitutlo
In the meantime, registrants in the from the MIChIgan College of Mines t~
new course might begin their work by the Michigan College of Mming a!l
studying "The Drop Kick," with Richard 1 Technologv and a broadening of tile
Barthelmess and the ten college men who scope of ti~e institution to offer courseS
were selected last spring in a nation-wide leading to all engineering degrees.
search for cinema talent. They may be-
gin a reform movement right at home.
TUESDAY, NOV. 29
Basketball-Mines Gym., 7:45 p. !U.
Mines "Scrubs" playing.
THE NEW LEARNING'
8"1' MINES CA LE N D AR~'
OF SCHOOL EVENTS II
rn- .-'
STAFF
Editorial
Editor in ChieL H. F. Weyers tall
Associate Editor F. E. Johnson
Managedal
Busin.ess Manager Don Mltcnell
Circulation Manager Jake Brunner
Reportorial
Alumni A. E. Adami
Serruo.rs Gene Boyce
Juniors Marcus McCanna
Sophomore:s Jean McGregor
Freshmen Patricia Alsop
Co-Eds Ceil Maillet
Subscription Rate $1.00 per year
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 30
Last day for taking of Annual pictures.,
Lecture-School of Mines Chemistry
Hall, 8:00 p. m.
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 14
Lecture-School of Mines ChemistrY
Hall, 8:00 p. m.
SATURDAY, DEC. 17
Christmas recess begins.
MONDAY, JAN. 2, 1928
Christmas recess ends.
DOES TOO MUCH THEORY SPOIL
ENGINEERS?
FRIDAY, JAN. 27
First Semester ends.
That there is considerable difference
of opinion as to the value of theory over
practice as given students in engineering
colleges is apparent from the many
statements bearing on this subject by
qualified men in the engineering pro-
fessions.
We remember an address given before
the Wyoming SOCiety of Engineers last
year in which the speaker placed the
modern engineering colleges on the car-
pet. According to this civil engineer, who
by the way, had not graduated yesterday,
there is an increasing tendency on the
part of the colleges to standardize the
student into a quasi scientist, rather
than a practical engineer.
There can be no doubt but that it is
the function of the engineer to apply
to everyday problems those truths of
science which, through many years of
laborious effort, have been handed to
him by research scientists and mathe-
maticians. If a railroad is being built
up a mountain range, it is of course
necessary to walk over the roadbed at
first. But after several miles of road
have been laid, do' the workmen walk
from their meals for an hour or so to
pick up the work again? No, they make
use of the result of their successive ef-
forts and ride over rails and more rails
as time passes. And so it is with the
advance of science and engineering
which follows it. Many truths are dis-
covered, classified, placed in an assimil-
able form, and used for the benefit of
mankind. Primarily the engineer is a
connecting link; drawing on a store-
house of scientific facts for that mater-'
ial which he may find necessary to solve
a practical (dollars and cents) prob-
lem. Some theory is, no doubt, necessary
in order to have a comprehensive view
of all the factors involved in solving a
problem. But which is the more impor-
tant to the engineer; to be able to de-
rive a complex formula or to' be able to
use it after it has been derived. To us,
the former is the mathematicians work,
the latter, the engineer's. As for being In a recent popularity contest spon-
able to derive hundreds of scientific and sored by the Co-Ed Club, plus one inter-
mathematical formulas which are pub- ested Senior, it was the lot of the Senior
lished in as many hand-books, it is a class to have one entrant who-well, to
fine accomplishment, but so is playing have two entrants who carried off hon-
the piccolo, or turning a handspring ors. One is known by his' laughing blue
backwards. . eyes, and the other by the lilly. which he
Mr. C. B. Gordon-Sale, ail English en- never wears in the lapel of his coat. We
gineer, writing an article, "Are We Too regret to confess, however, that one of
Academic," ~n t~e American Machinist, I our members used bribing tactics on the
takes up thIS pomt as follows: Co-Eds at large. This sandy complex-
"Engineering attracts many young loned yogi, a shiek at heart, was actually
lads, as all of us were in our time, anql caught bringing ~oxes and boxes of choc-
those of our parents who were in the olates to the fair judges, with the re-
pOSition to do so, set us on the path of suIt that the Co-Ed room resembled a
technical training. For years we studied storeroom at a candy store.
mathematics in its various forms per- There was no need of this, however,
taining to some branch of engineering, because he had already been unanimously
at that time quite out of our ken. Now chosen as the most magnetic of all In
we are far from those days and we may action, so much so in fact, that he has
speak quite casually of technical training, rendered himself irresistible.
but most ot us know full well that it was Due. to the charges of bribery prefered
about the hardest job we ever tackled. against the man, the title of "IT" was
The only kind of encouragement which taken from him and confered upon Mr.
came our way was the thought that in H. J. Murphy, of the Junior class, who
the future we would astonish the me- accepted it with due ceremony.
The COPPER GLOW, a bi_montl1~~
publication of the students attending t t
Anaconda High School, is a very n~~y
appearing little paper. One especla ne
notable feature of the publication IS t
use of attractive cuts symbolic of t:e
city's leading industry as column hea S.
Grinnell, Ia. (by New Student Ser-
vice). Professor Earl D. Strong of Grin-
nell College had better know his stocks
and bonds. If he doesn"t, his class in
Investments and Speculation will find
him out, and in a way that will make
them 'more than merely discomfited. To
make practical application of their knowl-
edge, the students have pooled their fi-
nancial resources, and those of their
credulous and trusting friends, and are
buying and selling on the New York
Stock Exchange. Of its $600 fund, the
class has invested $160 in five shares of
Studebaker stock.
The SIGNAL BUTTE, published ever~
other Thursday by students of the custe:
County High School, Miles City, offer'
a generous proportion of snappy humO~
supplemented by timely class notes, a!l r
a poet's corr:er of sparkling verse. o~!
editor was on the old Signal Butte ste-
in 1915.
FOR ENGINEERS
An outstanding feature of the ~e~e!l~
High School NUGGET is its exceptlO!le
ally fine arrangement. The front pagt in-contains news only of general studen t
terest, each item of which stands o~_
strongly with a large, well-worded hea
ing.
Among feature columns in a schoOl
it sapaper there is .perhaps none of qu e al
much real value to the school in gener d
as a well-arranged, carefully-edite
school Calendar. The KONAH, of r.liS;
soula High School, has the best calendat
we have seen in the exchanges, in f~Cn
few of the High School papers publlS
such a feature.
The BOYS' MESSENGER, from t):le
State Industrial School, Miles City, de;
votes the entire front page of its octo):>e
16 issue to photographic views of t~
School. Among the pictures publisl1
are those of the Administration Building,
the New Gymnasium, the New 'Kitc):le!l,
the Park, and a number of farm sceneS.
Mr. Perey said the Sigma Rho dance
was a success as he danced a full pro-
gram.
This is a matter of no little moment as
this is the rfrst time Mr. Perey has ev~f
been known tp dance at a social affalf
in Butte. '1
Be careful, Spaulding, or Perey WII
have your place as most popular man·
Marcus McCanna finds that the houf
spent in Metallurgy can be made verY
interesting by reading Popular MechaJl-
. ics during the lecture.
THAT POPULARITY CONTEST
The Civil Service Commission an-
nounces the. following open competitive
examinations:
Engineer . . $3,800
Associate Engineer 3 000
Assistant Engineer 2:400
Junior Physicist 1,860
. Application for the first of these po-
sitions must be on file with the commis-
sion at Washington, D. C., not later than
December 13, and in the case of the
other positions not later than December
27, of this year.
Optio~al subj,:cts are civil, electrical,
~echamcal, mll1mg and Signal engineer-
mg. Competitors will not be required to
report for examination at any point, but
WIll be rated on their education, training,
experience and fitness.
If accepted, men will be required to
work for a. probationary period of Six
months, probably at Washington, D. C.
Adva.nce~~nt after this period depends
upon mdivldual effiCiency, increased use-
~uln~ss, and the occurence of vacancies
m hIgher pOSitions.
Full ~nformat!on may be obtained from
the Umted States Civil Service Commis-
sion at Washington, D. C., or the Secre-
tary of the United States Civil Service
Board of Examiners at the Post Office in
any city.
(Prof. Gilbert in Junior Metallurgy):
"What is sensible heat?"
(Joe Roy): "Heat caused by the com-
bustion of educated gases."
,
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FOOTBALL AND ATHLETIC HISTORY hefty,' speedy eleven gathered by Jerry
Nissen and had no time for the smaller
Montana institutions. In 1917 the, War Mr. M. F. Haley, Instructor in Milling,
By Walter T. Scott. changed all the regular procedures, prac- has been making extensive plans for the
. tically every Miner athlete being in uni- enlargement and improvement of the
The editors of the "Acropolitan" be- form. Because of S. A. T. C. drill and milling equipment at the School of Mines.
lieve that some review of athletics at the the usual hard studies coupled with the If permitted to go ahead with his plans,
School of Mines will be interesting to its . 1 bflu epidemic, there were no athletics in Mr. Haley states that the mil will e
readers among the student body and so 1917 and 1918. fully equipped for the conducting of any
have asked me to write them an article f t t 11 f
I have taken up football first because type 0 milling es, as we as or re-on this subject. Within the space limits h k hi h'f . d t '11
there seems to be more information about searc wor w lC , I carne ou, WIallotted me, there is not much opportun- ld 1 t feral tude tsit, meager as this is, than there i&,about provi e emp oymen or sev s n.
ity to go into detail but to many the bare At the pres nt time new equipment I'Sother teams and sports. From talks with e.outlines will be interesting. b dl d d f th k in Se ior millold. graduates and others, I know that at a y nee e or e wor I n -
When it. comes to telling about the different times baseball, track, and bas- ing, as the machinery now in use is not
early years of athletics at the School of ketball were tried before 1919, but with of the latest type. In view of the recent
Mines there is much difficulty in getting just what success I have no idea. Milton rapid advance in the field of flotation it
at the' facts. In the past, no one has had is desirable that more complete instruc-
t k b k Reid, who finished back in 1913, was a tion along that line be provided at thethe forethought 0 eep a scrap 00 fine track man in high school, starring
filled with the accounts of Ore Digger in several state interscholastic meets. Mines.
doings and as a result no one has any While he was at, the School of Mines, In the interest of their respective com-
consecutive tale of what happened. If paies, Mr. R. J. Spry, of the Dorr Co.,
h the Ore Diggers were represented in var- Spokane, and Mr. G. W. Conway ofsome student with research ability wis - ious events at college track meets, Reid Helena, who was in charge of the min-
es to confer a benefit on the "Acropoli- and one or two others making the Grlz- ing exhibits at the Montana State Fair,
tan" and the publicity writers for the I' d th A' f th d ten
z.les an e ggies 0 ose .ays s ep have been recent visitors at the SchoolS~hool of Mines athletics, he can do so ht 1 Th Id
by delving in the' files of the Butte rig a orig. e 0 gymnasium was of Mines mill taking estimates of the
Miner, the Anaconda Standard, and the ebrelclted ll1ttl910t, dant
d after thtattbthaSke~- new machiner~ needed.
a was a emp e 0 some ex en _. ougri Other recent visitors on the mill regis-
Butte Post and compiling a complete rec- largely confmed to class games. lt had t Walter R Landwehr '22 and
ord of all games played since 1903. This a fair playing floor but did not include.1 Welrfe,a~ayWillson, ;23', Mr. Cla~enc~ Hal-
seems to be the only way' left to ascer- t t d f t t.any space 0 sea a crow . 0 spec a ors. I prospector who owns a group of
tain the facts. Baseball flourished one or two springs c~~::~ in 'Sixtee~ Mile Canyon; Mr. H_
Football began on the Hill back in 1903 but was found difficult because of the S. Robertson of Bonners Ferry, Idaho,
when the Miners produced their first very late Butte spring weather. and Mr. P. B. Moss, of Billings. Mr.
eleven and a championship one. The Up until 1919, all athletics at the Holloway and Mr. Robertson called on
state University at Missoula, the 6tate School of Mines were conducted under Mr. Haley for the purpose of securing his
College at Bozeman, and the School of considerable difficulties. The president advice in regard to the development pf
Mines all had teams that year, the other of the institution, Dr. Bowman, could see . their claims. Mr. Moss, who is quite
two institutions having- instituted the little place for such activities in a tech- well known in mining circles, brought in
sport two years previously. As far as nical college and, if the stories of grad- samples for mill tests, from the Marys-
attendance went, the Butte college had uates are true, hampered the teams and ville district, in Lewis and Clark county.
the smallest number of men but the dif- the coaches though he did not forbid ath- The service rendered mining men of the
ference was relatively not very great. letics outright. The attendance up to state, and the School of Mines through
The state College had won decisively 30- 1916 rarely ran over 60 men, much of the .conducting of such tests is not to be
o and 31-0 from the University in 1901 the time being lower than this. There underestimated, for it serves the very de-
and 1902. The Ore Diggers took the was no organized plan to finance teams sirable purpose of acquainting Seniors at
games from the University 19-0 and 23-0 or to handle athletics, this being left to the School with many prospective em-
in 1903, and downed the State College student managers who worked With the ployers, and helps solve the very real
also, though my information has not sympathy and support of two or three problem of securing jobs for the grad-
given me the exact scores of the two faculty members but not much else. The uates.
games played. As the State College de- followers of sports in Butte never warmed All milling models exhibited at the
feated the University again, 13-6, the Ore very much toward Ore Digger teams, a State Fair are now-re-installed in the
Diggers ranked first, the Bobcats sec- number of things explaining this situa- Mill building, and ready for the making
and, and the Grizzlies last among the tion. In the early years of the three- of tests, as well as for the inspection of
three. . state institutions of higher learning, the students and visitors. Those who have
After 1903, the results of School of high schools produced stronger teams and never seen the exhibit in the upper part
Mines and University football games were better competition than did the colleges, of the Mill will do well to do so, for it
as follows: 1907, University 12, Mines Butte high school for instance bringing represents the cream of twenty years
0; 1908, University 0, Mines 0, first game; to the city championship games with labor at the School of Mines by Mr.
University 24, Mines 0, second game; elevens from Chicago, Spokane and else- Haley. Models range from those of
1909, University 0, Mines 0, first game; where. At first there were also strong primitive cradles and rockers for wash-
University 24, Mines 0, second game; professional teams that had general sup- ing gold, to those of a very complete
1910, University 8, Mines 0, first game: port. In addition the college men were modern process, including tables, JIgs and
University 3, Mines 0, second game; 1911, largely from the bigger universities hack flotation machines. Of especial interest
University 12, Mines O. The defeats of east where athletics were well establish- is a small stamp mill, which, like all
1903 and various 'arguments over eligibil- ed and they took a contemptuous atti- other exhibits in the room. really works.
ity kept the Ore Diggers and the Mis- tude towards the local efforts. Finally
soulians apart for three years. About there was the old feeling of the hard every aid in the development of te.a!lls
1909 the University elevens began to de- rock miner against the "School of Mines common in other colleges, found It a
velop strength and since then no 1\1on- dudes," meaning not Montana Mines men tough proposition. ....
tana college team has managed to defeat but all educated engineers. The one thing that made It pOSSIble
the Grizzlies though they have been tied Consequently the Ore Digger teams to carryon with athletics at all was the
several times. The State College in 1908 never ,could count on adequate money to ,spirit of the men in college. They back-
won the second of two games played 5-0, 'handle athletics satisfactorily. The men ed the teams with all they had 111 the
that being the last defeat the Univ.c1'3ity on the teams had to find their own way of support, attending games regu-
has suffered within Montana. equipment as none was ever bought out larly, holding dances down town to raIse
During this same period the Miners of a general fund. Uniforms were non- money, selling tickets, and in other v:ays
and the Bobcats played regularly with descript, of varying colors and styles, in showing pep. It came to be recogmzed
the Ore Diggers winning their full share many cases inherited from high school that Mines teams, handicapped as they
of games. My remembrance of the rec- days. Repairs were made by the men were, might not win many games but
ord is hazy, but in 1904 and 1905 the themselves or were donated by some one that their opponents would afways know
Bozeman team was weak and offered in town who was personally interested in that the Ore Diggers never quit until
little resistance to opponents, the Miners one of the players. A man partiCipated the last whistle, win or lose. At that
sweeping the series. Through 1908, 1909, in ·contests at his own risk because he time there were no small institutions
1910 and 1911, the Bobcats were much had to pay for any medical attention he within easy distance, contests being con-
stronger but· even at that the Butte needed as a result of injuries. Some- fined to the state University, State Col-
teams gave them hard-fought battles. I times the players dug down into t.heir lege, Gonzaga, and Utah Aggies, and to
can find no record of a team in the fall own pockets to make up deficits in guar- any strong independents that could be
of 1912, but there were teams in 1913, antees to visiting teams. It was also scheduled. It took men of spirit to face
1914, 1915 and 1916, none of whose scores necessary for the men to take care of odds continually against them on and off
are now available. My remembrance of the coach financially if he received any- the playing field.
School of Mines' football goes back to, thing at all for his services. Fred Fur- After the War there _came a change
1915, when I saw the Ore Diggers de- man, now a leading lawyer in Butte, and in the direction of athletics at the School
feated by Gonzaga in a well-played game "Duke" Schroeder, a well-known den- of Mines, affairs being placed on a bet-
at Columbia Gardens, Jimmy McIsaacs tist in town, are the only ones among the tel' organized basis to secure support.
then just starting a long career in a early coaches whom I know and I can- The story of what has happened since
Gonzaga uniform, being too much for not say whether they were volunteers 1919 had better be left for another ar-
the Miner ends. A rather vague remem- just for pleasure or whether they re- ticle. When some one has mulled over
brance of other scores of the time is that ceived something more SUbstantial. the dusty files of the newspapers be-
~ontests with the State College and the Their efforts were highly appreciated by tween 1903 and 1919, the story of those
Utah Aggies were lost by close counts. the men on the teams but the coaches, years will be told much more accurately
Just then the University was bftcking a, handicapped by the absence. of almost than has been done here.
HALEY PLANS IMPROVED MILLST. CHARLES GAME
(Continued from Page One) M_ S_ S_ M_
---_._-------------
With two mighty line bucks, Talpt went
through for the touchdown.
At this time, Eaton, the Saints' coach
rllShed several new men in his lineup
to stop the determined Miners. Dur-
ing the second half,' the Saints scored
two touchdowns. One of these, when
Good returned a punt for sixty-two yards.
The other came as the result of a fum-
ble which was recovered over the Miners'
goal· line by the Saints.
The strength of any football team lies
in its reserves. The Saints had a sec-
ond team as good as their first, while
the Miners had little to draw on, So
When the first string of midgets wore
out, the Saints began an offensive which
netted them three touchdowns in each
Of the last two periods. Even then the
Miners were putting up a fierce strungle.
To pick out the stars of the Mines'
team would be very hard, as every man
Who was in the game put up a furious
struggle and gave all he had. st. Charles
Undoubtedly beat us because they had
mare reserves, more weight, and more ex-
Perience. The Miners won a moral vic-
tory on account of the fight and pluck
Whicl:).they showed throughout the game.
They were in there fighting and fight-
ing and did not stop until the final gun
Went"off. The laurels of the game should
go to "Rosie" Ryan who had been out
of the hospital only two days after hav-
ing his back injured in a scrimmage. He
Was in every play, working as hard as the
rest of them for a Miners' victory.
The Lineups.
Mt. St. Charles (60). Mont. Mines (6)
Gross _.._.. Bjorgum
l>.1:cRenzie
Left end.
Nash .._.......... _
l:l:ickam
l>.1:aierle
Left Tackle.
...... Pauline
Left Guard.
.. Hyan
Center.
Larsen
Thornburg
Smith
GOOd
Right Guard.
n. Larsen
Right Tackle.
Little
Right End.
Garner ....
Quarterback.
......_......_ T. Dennehy
Left Halfback.
SCheewe _..
Gelhousen
.. _ _ Talpt
Right Halfback.
......_ Rodlin
Fullback.
Score by periods:
St. Charles 12 12 24 12-60
l>.1:ines _ _...... 6 0 0 0- ~
Substitutions: Saints-Truckup.r for
Gross, O'Connor for McKenzie, Keppler
for Nash Robinson for Hickam, Evans
for Smith Brace for Garner, Nugent for
SCheewe. Jackson for Gelhausen, Neilson
for Nugent, Murphy for Mail-Ie, Bender
for Thornburg, Gelhausen for Jackson,
Garner for Good, Dow for Brace. Mines
~Iianey for Little, Mansfield fo1' Bjol'-
gUm, V. Quinn for Little, Mansfield for
l'ljorgum, V. Quinn for Cox, Cannon for
l\l:ansfield Lebkicker for Bullwinkle, Cox
for L. La;-son, Shea for Rodlin, Whalen
for Talpt, M. Quinn for Heaney.
SCoring: Touchdowns-Scheewe, 3;
Smith, Good, 2; Burr, Jackson, Brace
Garner, Talpt.
'rime of periods-15 minutes.
Officials-Zundle (Virginia), referee;
SUllivan (Montana), umpire; Bertoglio
(Creighton), head linesman.
Don Noel a former Mines student, has
been awarded the Class of '85 scholar-
Ship at the Columbia University School
Of Mines. While at the M. S. S. M.,
Noel was a member of the Anderson-
Carlisle Technical Society, and active on
the Acropolitan and "M" staffs.
Ii. F. W.: "And have you ever writ-
ten any poetry for the 'Lariat,' Fred?"
1". E. J.: "Well, yes, I have written
SOlne free verse."
. Ii. F. W.: "Keep at it Fred, some
tllne it will be good enough so that they
WIll pay you for it."
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Nothing in the last nine weeks has
done more to stir the Senior class than
the quarterly grades. Had they been
final, this might have been a. sad story,
but such is not the case we hope. The
faculty must have had a hunch that a
shock in time has a lot to do with a fel-
low's studying. True enough, the boys
have redoubled their efforts since the
chances of graduating are so few. At
least the school year is young, and we
have a chance.
At a recent student body meeting, the
seniors were given permission by the stu-
dent-body and President Craven to give
a senior banquet. The wherewithal for
the feed consisted of tho money made by
the 'Seniors last year at the Junior Prom,
which turned out to be a howling sue-
eess, Twelve of the classmen attended
the banquet which was served "ravioli"
style. If devouring great quantities of
food means a good time, the fellows sure
had a wonderful night. The dinner was
officially declared at an end at 10:30 p.
m., whereupon everybody went home.
In order to prevent stampedes or other
sorts of riots, Hoskins has been asked to
leave his boots in the hall on entering the
main butldmg-c-clothespms furnished on
request.
Have you heard of Tommy? If not, ask
the Co-Eds; they all have him in their
date books.
BOAK GIVES LECTURE
The Mines students had the rare treat
of listening to Mr. I. I. Boak., of the
Modern Woodmen Lodge. During the
World War he was appointed by Presi-
dent Wilson to take charge of the Gov-
ernment Insurance Department for Amer-
ican Soldiers. At the present time he is
Chief Council of the Modern Woodmen,
and is spending all of his time promot-
ing their interests. Mr. Boak is greatly
interested in education and is also a de-
voted student of the Federal Constitu-
tion.
His lecture consisted of a detailed re-
new of the writing of the Federal Con-
stitution and the personalities of the men
who were instrumental in its forming.
TWO BASKETBALL GAMES PLAYED
BY MINES SCRUBS
Although the officia! basketball season
is .not yet open, the Mines' scrub team
recently played two very interesting
games. The first of these, played on Nov.
15, was held with the Montana Hard-
.ware team. This team is considered one
of the best in the city, but could only
win by a score of 22 to 16. With a reg-
ular team out, the Mines should walk all
over this team.
The second game was played on No-
vember 23, with a local team just or-
ganized under the name of "The Travel-
ers." The score was 41 to 7, in favor
of the Mines' team.
AFTER
When miners pass the pearly gates
Each man gets a rustling card-
For they must dig the Heavenly gold
To pave Saint Pete's front yard.
The mine's beneath the golden floor-
They use the stars for lamps-
They're happy, digging high-grade ore--
Those men from the' mining camps.
Have you heard the rolling thunder
At the close of a summer day,
And watched the white sheet lightening
Across the hilltops play?
You can see the curling smoke cloud
Along the heavenly drift-
o It's the men who dig the paving gold
Blasting, going off shift.
(By courtesy the Daily Missoulian)
Bombs bursting in air! Not real ones, Rosy Ryan, vice-president of the
but vaguely insinuating, and explosive Sophomore class, strained his back in a
bombs of wisdom, threats, and trouble, scrimmage a few days before the St.
rending havoc in our meetings of late. Charles contest. He was sufficiently im-
There is a scene of a terrible fracas proved, however, by the big day, to play
when a few of our worthy hot-heads, a fine game.
bone-heads, fat-heads, and bull-heads ---
start elucidating and vituperating upon Any information as to Nuckol's reason
the fine and gentle art of putting out an (feminine, of course) for abducting a
annual. Oh lay hee Oh! If only you pink handkerchief will be received glad-
could gaze upon the gory battlefield dur- ly by members of the Sophomore Chem-
Ing the combat of slashing tongues. Here istry Class. Last week he appeared
may be seen one Junior still panting flaunting it in his vest pocket. After
from a gallant and oratorical attempt to securing a few drops of an expensive
influence our minds by the persuasion of perfume (no doubt, Parrume seduisant
human eloquence. Back-stage may be d'amour) he allowed Joe Newton to carry
seen another who is still hot under the it around for a few minutes. After that
collar from the effe~t of a stinging in- it disappeared entirely. Nuckols wore a
sult heaped upon hIS noble brow. An- I satisfied look the rest of the afternoon
other is glowing from a recent revelation and the next lab day he presented the
of his ideas. (This is the type who former owner of the handkerchief with a
thinks his conceptions are the best and delicious box of candy. Certainly it must
only ones. But that's only human na- have been an outburst of gratitude. If
ture after all) .. And of course the well- so, who is the lady that now carries the
known class crttic always puts hIS oar pink 'kerchief and casts warm glances
mto the trobled waters. (Or was this a of appreciation' in Nuckols' direction?
land scene?) Another ISeven now stand- .
ing on his flat feet and talking on the
"Ways and Means." And so the debate
rages. But what's the use, Fellows? It
.will all come out in the wash, or print.
We wonder when Leonard Larson is
hard time going to payoff the bet he made before
the st. Charles game?
Roy: "I hear they had a
studying Geology in Ireland."
Murphy: "How's that?"
Roy: "They couldn't distinguish
tween the rocks and the heads of
inhabitants."
o Puellae l l
Let it be known that Mr. R. E. Perey..
alias "Pa," alias "Rep", has made a mo-
tion, seconded and doubled it, that money
be advanced by the A. 6. S. M. to buy
muzzles for the Co-Eds. Mr. Perey states
that the racket created by the high-
pitched, excited babble of the girls re-
sonating and echoing throughout the
halls and tunnels is odious as well. as
obnoxious. It is alleged that Perey has
the best interests of the school at heart
and is rich in wisdom if not in "e pluri-
bus unum." The Junior class is behind
the move.
Asbestos ear-muffs for the girls have
also been suggested with the object in
mind that those student engineers who
have been backward about swearing this
year might be able to give vent to their
favorite "blue streaks" at any time, even
though some pure and innocent maiden
should be perambulating about, But
that's a good laugh. Here's a ten to one
bet that many of them could let us in
on a few! And how!
In Metallurgy 'Class recently a few of
the boys were making words with Pro-
fessor GUbert. The flow ran something
like this:
Mongold: "I object to the text book.
It's too complicated."
Prof. Gilbert: "Oh, so Hofman is too
much for you, is he?"
McCarthy: "There's another text I've
seen that is much simpler reading."
Corry: "Why don't you get the
'story of the Three Bears' if you want
something simple?" -
Which all goes to show that the Jun-
iors are highly intellectual and gluttons
for work.
(Aside: Laughter.)
Senior: "Why is it that most women
don't even use horse sense?"
Junior: "Yeah, why ish it?"
Senior: "They haven't got any."
It seems that the Junior column is all
a bunch of foolishness this time. More
serious next time, 0 Editor.
P. S. John "Otto" Groh, class of '29,
has been elected by acclamation to the
position of Dean of Women. From now
on, he must be referred to as "Dean"
Undoubtedly successful was the dance
sponsored by the Freshman class, Novem-
ber 9. With the dance hall in the End
gineering Building artistically decorate
with the school colors, copper and gree~~
and the attractive Mines pennant greeling all who entered the room, the whOe
presented a colorful and inviting scene.
As was to be expected there was a verY
good crowd which enjoyed dancing from
nine until midnight, music being fur-
nished by the "Brownies' Orchestra."
The class officers, dancing club repr~;
sentatives, refreshment, and decoratl
hcommittees are to be commended- on t e
work and fine spirit displayed, as a~e
the upper classmen and members of t e
faculty who volunteered their services f~r
one of the very successful and enjoyab e
dances of the year.
There is heat-and heat, as we hav:
all repeatedly been told. So, also, ha~_
we' heard that when one goes from e ts
treme warmth into cooler regions one 1
very likely to contract a cold, and per-
haps worse. After much pondering on
dneS-Thursday morning, the dance of We Y
day night was blamed for the IUa~o
colds. Maybe I'm wrong-put wbat
you think?
Revelations from the Freshman HiS-
tory class in a recent quiz: Arabela was
the first great printing press! Great
news. Constantinople is in England!
Lorenzo de Medici was "all the way from
a painter to a pope."
And then, to make matters worse, the
next morning our French teacher sald,
"Give the principal parts of Mrs. R."!
Phil Pryor lost twenty cents in a con-
test in the Black Rock mine last Satur-
day night .
be-
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Mrs. Converse (in English class) :
"What are the four Romance languages?"
Monroe Foster: "Italian, Spanish,
French and Irish."
Apparently, students of Analytic Geom-
etry are finding their subject of unusual
interest. It was only recently that sev»
eral of them, finding. hyperbolas and el-
lipses too tame, made independent re-
search into the complex curves at the
road show "Gay Paree."
. trYAccording to Weyerstall,. CbeIUISd-
Lab. has ruined many a promismg ban
ball career. -
Bill Vlassof and "Pokey" Powell have
recently been seen working on the new
Elk Park road with transit and rod.
Pretty cold work there this time of the
year.
Ir--------------------------------------~;_,, ,
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At last. after the rest of the school
had almost given up hope of hearing any-
thing from the Co-Ed club this year.
the girls got together and reorganized.
This astounding event too place in room
9. Thursday. Nov. 3. with Jean Mc-Greg-
or. by virtue of having held an office last
year. presiding.
There was no doubt in the girls' minds
as to whom they wanted for President,
and it took them about three seconds to
giVe Miss McGregor their unanimous
vote. The rest of the positions were fill-
ed almost as quickly. with no opposition
to any of the candidates. Gwen Cul-
bertson is now the club's vice-president;
LOuiseLilly. its secretary. and Mildred
Barnes. treasurer.
Be it noticed that each of these is a
second-year woman. So perfect is the
amity among the Co-Eds that the frosh
diSPlayabsolutely no resentment at being
rUledby the Sophs; in fact. they prefer
it. for they didn't even nominate one of
their number for an office.
The next thing on the program at this
meeting was the planning of THE
PARTY. Many schemes were discussed.
and several other shorter meetings were
held in preparing for the gala event. but A CO-ED STUDIES HISTORY
everyoneagreed it was more than worth (Discovered. at the rise of the curtain.
the trouble. --- a beautiful Co-Ed flapper of the Montana
What a party it was! Even now. the State 1;ichoolof Mines.) "Gee. not a
~rls look back and giggle at the thought thing doing tonight--how dumb! Guess
or the wo-o-onderful time they had. The I'll call Betty; maybe she'll know some
telling of it could make a whole short dirt." (Time out. while she chats over
story in itself. but we'll try to condense the phcne.) "Well can you beat that?
It Slightly. She's got a date. Oh, well. rt's only WIth
First. let's get the background straight. that dreadful Smith boy-I wouldn't go
It was in the Engineering Building. the out with him if he were the last man on
night of Friday. Nov. 11. at 8:30 o'clock. earth." (Notices a large blue book ly-
Nowfor the participants. most important ing on the table.) "Oh, gosh. there:s
of course. were the girls' guests. the that history. Guess I'd better look It
Wivesof the faculty. Those present were lover-that was a sorta dirty look I got
l.trs. Craven. Mrs. Adami. Mrs. Bowersox. in class today. Well. darn it all. anyway.
~. Koenig. Mrs. Hartzell. Mrs. Perry. he expects too much. What do they ex-
~rs. Gilbert and Mrs. McAuliffe. pect a girl to do up there-study all the
'rhey all declared they had a lovely time? They make me sick! Oh, well-
time. and the girls are very grateful to let's ·see. I think we had up to the end
them for coming. Then there were of the chapter. but where did we stop to-
'bout-Iet·s see-well. about 25 Co-Eds. day? Heavens. 'way back there-that
SOyou can imagine the amount of gig- makes. let's see. eight. nine. ten pages.
glesthat proceeded from the usually som- If that isn't the limit!
ber old building that night. "The council of. Regency lasted until ,Ir.------------------------------ u__u u_"
But the events! Perhaps ·twould be 1531-gee. that was' a cute dress Mary : :
best to use the chronological method of had on today-wonder where she got it? I : ·
arrangement in setting them down (Oh I've simply got to have a new dress for! Paxso n-Rockefeller CO. !
yes.we know all about that--we Just had the next dance. Oh-h-h-h! it'll be won- : I
It in an English test!). So here goes: derful! John really is a dear-such cute : •
'rhe affair started at 8:30. For an hour eyes! Oh. dear. that isn·t history. In : :
the girls danced to music furnished by vain Charles V' combated the new re- : ALL NIGHT DRUG SERVICE !
l{atherine Burns. And my dear. the cos- ligiO~S movement--gollY. wonder what : 24 WEST PARK STREET :
turnes! No prizes were given. for it I'll get in that English test. It was aw-. ! KODAKDEVELOPINGANDPRINTING :
'1loUldhave been impossible to decide ful. though. Nobody could pass it. We i -!
'1lhichwas the most clever. Everything can·t be expected to know everything!- • •
allpeared. from tramps and Bowery lads such as those against the Schmalkldic! 24 West Park Street 61 East Park Street :
to very petite and dainty crinoline maids. League-f'Heaven's sake-what·s that? : Phone 572 Phone 665
also some specimens who couldn·t even The names they give you in this darn ! :
be classified. At about 9:30 the stunts. book are simply impossible. In the last ~_--u-u-uuu--u-u-u-u-u--uuuuu---u-u-----------------------uu "'f
the main feature of the evening. appear-
ed. In the first. "Th~ Stirring Adven-
tures of Brave Lochinvar and His Fair
1i:llen."Miriam Finn made quite a hit
~ the young Lochinvar. who galloped in
from the West" on his broomstick steed.
and Irene Ferrero. as the beauteous El-
len. captivated the hearts of all. Helen
and Louise Steele played a violin and
Iliano accompaniment. and Patsy Alsop
recited the verse. the actors performing
in pantomime.
The second was a clever skit. called
Simply"Ah." Grace Thomas introduced
the characters: Margaret Small. a burly
Iloliceman. Audry Hauswirth. the black-
hearted villain. and Helen Cobb. WIth
Josephine Michel. the ardent swain and-
beautiful flapper. respectively. The sale I, year of Charles' reign-e-oh, goody. there's
conversation in this stunt consisted or the telephone! Hello! Yes. h'are you.?
the word "Ah," and the many different Oh, I'm being studious and getting my
inflections caused much merriment history for a change. But what did he
among the spectators. The next (we're say? Honest? Well. that's : something
not sure of the title) dealt with the woo- like what happened to me one time-you
ing and winning of the fair princess. por- know it was when I was going out with
trayed by Jean McGregor. by the hand- Peter. oh, ages ago--and-if you can
some prince. who was Gwennie Culbert- imagine it-s-yes really. My dear. I'm so
son all dolled up. The princess' gruff glad you called-yea see you tomorrow.
father was very well done by Louise Lilly. G'bye=-Well, that's that.
and the weeping mother by Mildred Oh dear. it's so dumb here-why
Richards. This act was full of snappy doesn't something exciting happen? I
lines. and was very well received by the s'pose I've got to do that history. Charles
audience. The last was a "wise-crack" prevailed upon the Pope to deny Henry's
number. Ceil Maillet. as the actor. pulled request. and the schism=-what's that. I
most of the jokes. with Nora McBride wonder?-which Henry then created-
and Katherine Lee doing their share with Oh, dear, I can't do this. I simply can't.
"dumbell" replies. No prize was oftcred I'm going to bed; didn't get in 't.ill eleven
for the best stunt. which was fortunate. 1 last night and two-thirty the night be-
as the poor judges would ha-ve found fore. I'll get up at seven. tomorrow and
themselves confronted with a hard task study this darn stuff. Ho, hum. Oh,
in picking a winner. yes. and write my theme for English.
After the acting carne a period of box- too. Ho-o, hum-m-rn-m l t (Ourtain) .
ing, with those girls who hadn't put on
a stunt taking part. It was very mtor-
mal. and greatly enjoyed by everybody
not in the ring. And. then. a bit more
dancing. and the eats. Doughnuts and
cider-m-m-m-m!!! All too soon it was
. time for the party to break up, but the,
girls went home happy wit1_!plans for
another. to be given sometIme 111 the
future.
NEW LUNCH ROOM
In the past. Mines students who were
so unfortunate as to have to carry a
lunch. were forced to eat it wherever
they COUld.Due to the location of the
school. about forty per cent of the stu-
dents actually carry lunches. Tp,e ab-
sence of a suitable room for eating
lunches was a matter of no little griev-
ance among the boys.
President Craven gave the student
body a very pleasant surprise at the last
A. S. S. M. meeting when he announced
that the boys were to have a lunch
room. He also announced that the girls
were to have new quarters. but ·said that
no definite plans had been made in that
line as yet.
The room as he described it. is one
which any confectionary wop would be
proud to own. Booths with a seating ca-
pacity of four are to be built in around
the wall. The center of the room will
be occupied by two golden oak tables. and
an ample supply of chairs for t,l1e use
of students who wish to study. If any
of the boys care to make coffee a hot
plate will be provided. The room will
also be supplied with hot and cold water.
The, old chemistry room in the main
building will be used and as might be
expected. it will be entirely refinished
and retinted. In fact. _itwill be so beau-
tiful that we expect to see students who
live only two or three blocks from school
carrying a lunch.
In every group of live wires such as
at the Mines this year. some lusty
fellow is apt to forget himself. To keep
these energetic fellows from plastering
the walls with pie and fruit a police
committee has been organized. As Mr.
Craven stated. "I do not expect to see
any student at school for at least three
days who is so unlucky to fall into the
hands of this committee."
A. S. S. M, HOLDS MEETING
The second meeting of the A. S. S.
'M. was held in October. and various
items were brought up. The meeting
was opened by President Craven who
informed the students that the boys
were to have a lunch room in -the near
future. He gave a short description of
what the room was to look like. and
also stated that the girls were to have
new quarters.
Last year the present Senior class put
out an annual and achieved the remark-
able feat of making money on it. This
profit was used paying old annual debts
which were incurred the year before.'
They also made money on the JUl1l0r
Prom. In view of the fact that they
paid around $250 of old annual debts
and also turned out an excellent book.
President Craven suggested that they be
allowed to use' the money clej'lredon the
Prom for a Senior banquet. This sug-
gestion met with the hearty approval of
the student body. as they voted unani-
mously that the Seniors be allowed to
use the money as stated above.
John McCarthy. president of the Jun-
ior class. was then given the floor. He
gave a rousing talk on the "M" and how
it was to be gotten out. In his talk he
emphasized the fact that the Juniors of
last year "worked like the devil" to put
out the book. and that the Juniors of
this year would have to do the same. As
he stated. the present Juniors are will-
ing to do the work required to put out
an excellent book. but they could not do
it without the financial backing of the
student body at large.
His talk was very effective as all the
Co-Eds and most of the boys subscribed
for the annual on the spot.
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TRY THIS ON YOUR SAXOPHONE
the students of the Mont~na state School II I
of Mines under the auspices of the Butte SHEETS-POWELL
Chamber of Commerce, were held in the Jewelers
chemistry lecture room. The first of I 57 'V. Broadway Butte
these was given on the subject of lead ----------------
B. S. IN GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
-THEN WHAT?
The fourth and fifth lectures given to
By Eugene S. Perry.
"And after having completed the sub-
jects outlined in this course, you will be
given the degree of Geological Engineer."
The prospective student looked at the
geology professor, and replied. "Then
what?"
I
analyzed, make an excellent and health-
ful combination.
After graduation, then what? There
is always a place for the good man. The
point is, a man can not be good in a
profession· he does not like. So to the
future geologist: If you like the out-
door life, if you can "see books in the
running brooks, and sermons in stones,"
there will be something waiting for you
when you attach G. E. to the end of"Then what?" How frequently this
question is asked by the student who,
with his limited range of wordly exper-
ience, is compelled to choose some course
of study which will fit him for the
years of later life. Of course most boys
and girls know their immediate likes
and dislikes. But will these always be
the same?
This boy likes the hum of industry.
There is a fascination to the throbbing
of the large steam locomotive as it rush-
es by, swaying, vibrating, reeking with
smoke and grease. He is almost hypno- smelting. by Mr. B. N. Rickard of the
tised into an ecstasy of joy as he stands American Smelting and Refining Com-
in the large generator plant with its pany's Smelter at East Helena, Montana.
pulsating engines, its whirling spindles. According to Mr. Rickard, the day of
So this boy goes to Bozeman and be-
comes an electro-mechanical engineer. haphazard muscular metallurgy is past.
But "Then what?" Well-trained men, college men, are rapid-
Another boy cares not for the city. ly replacing the individual who knows
A beaver building its dam across a moun- just what is to be done in a routine way.
tain stream is much more interesting to
him than the procession of heavily-laden The history of lead smelting in general
motor trucks, and high-speed cars pass- and the history of Montana lead smelt-
ing along the concrete highway at the ing was gone into. Mr. Rickard stated
mouth of the canyon. He loves the big, that two of the big technical problems
tall pine trees-and that little gray squir- confronting lead smelters are the sue-
rel away out on the end of that branch cessful and economical treatment of com-
testing an unusually large cone. He plex ores, and the recovery of valuable
sees that only a part of that hill over by-products.
yonder is covered' with pines, and he Mr. W. A. O'Kelly, assistant chief en-
knows the other half of the hill was gineer of the A. C. M. gave the fifth lee-
never burned off nor. cut over, but that ture on November 16. He spoke on the
it is covered with a different kind of contract -system of paying for labor as
soil in which pines do not flourish. This used by his company. Mr. O'Kelly stated
boy loves nature-and all its myster- that the company, through its foremen
ies. So he goes to Butte and becomes a enters into verbal contracts running for
Geological Engineer. But, "Then what?" a period of one week with the various
One hundred years ago there were no men concerned; all supplies being fur-
geologist in America. In fact there was nished except carbide lamps. If any
no science of geology as we have it to- worker should fail to make on a con-
day. A scant 50 years earlier this science tract an amount equal to the standard
loving Englishmen, Frenchmen, and day's pay, he would be paid the stan-
had be~n discovered by a few nature- dard day's' pay anyway. From the lee-
Germans, and by 1800 it was making its ture one gathered that although results
struggle for existence. FIfty years a~o varied with men mines places tune of
the science of geology was tolerated m year and many 'other factors 'consider-
the larger schools of America. The able' information was made available to
geologists were endured as .teachers be-I the company by comparisons of data
c~use they were really quite harmless which tends to lower the cost of pro-
WIth their bag of rocks and small ham- duction.
mer.. . . The next lecture will be given on the
: But WIth the corning of modern rmn- tho t· th f th: th
ipg methods, and particularly the de- ir ie 0 IS mon .
velopment of the great American oil'
'fields, the geologist came into his own.
His understanding of what was below the
surface, acquired through a study of the
rocks at the surface, brought immediate
financial return to the operaters, and
they gladly paid liberally for opinions
and conclusions. At present, no large
oil company will carryon a campaign
of drilling without first having had the
OK of its geological staff, and the most
successful mining companies are those
whose development work is guided by
geological advice.
B. S. in G. E.-"Then What?" In
the active field, the graduate may first
become a member of a geological party
for some oil company, operating an in-
strument, or helping in the making of
a survey of prospective territory. He
may go into the office of a mining com-
pany, tracing their geological maps, plot-
ting their data, collecting their sam-
ples. Or he may become a member of
a state or federal department, such as a
State Geological Survey, and as such as-
sist in the contruction of field maps,
either topographical or geological, and
help in the collection of information
which will eventually be given to the
people in the form of a bulletin. An-
other pathway chosen by many geolo-
gists is that of teaching. For those who
care to work during the summer, work is
'always available, mainly along lines of
"investigation and mapping. The three
'summer months of tramping, and the
nine winter months of office work during
«whtch time the finds of the summer are
your name.
TWO MORE LECTURES GIVEN
HANDBALL TOURNEY TO BE HELD
By the time that this paper will be
out there will probably have been held
a meeting of all handball "sharks" to de-
cide on the handball tourney details for
this year.
It has been the custom of past years
to hold the tourney at the end of the
basketball season in order to give all
basketball players an opportunity to also
take part in the handball games. It has
always been necessary on that account
to curtail the number of games so that
one or two defeats put an entrant out
of the running. However, if every en-
trant were' to play every other entrant,
there would ensue a very large number
of games; so large that the singles tour-
ney would extend beyond the end of the
basketball season. The basketball play-
ers would in this case still have time to
enter the tourney and play' their required
games.
There is considerable new blood among
the players this year and it will be inter-
esting to see Hi Hall, Heinie Hinrichsen,
and Frank Weyerstall try to keep the
laurels in the upper classes.
Prof. Perry: Name and distinguish be-
.tween a member of the order "Reptilia"
and the order "Irisectivora."
Sophomore: Reptilia: example, snake.
".Insectivora: example, louse.
Distinguishing features: a snake crawls
on its own belly but a louse is not so
particular.
Congratulations are being extended to
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Driscoll, class
1922, upon their recent marriage. Mr.
and Mrs. Driscoll have gone to Joplin,
Missouri, where Mr. Driscoll is associated
with the sales department of the Denver
Rock Drill Co.
Be she gone?
Am she went?
Are she left?
Chas. C. McGreal, class 1925, is now
handling the Benz Diesel Engines and
Compressors tor the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. at their branch in Atlanta,
Georgia. We are glad to learn that Mr.
McGreal has fully recovered from his re-
cent illness.
I all alone!
Us can never go to she.
She can never come to we.
Oh! It cannot was.
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NOTICE-
We believe we serve the best holiday din-
ners, and can save the housewives all the
work A trial will convince you of ouri enjoyable luncheons. i
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Mines' Chemistry and Metallurgy Building Where the Lectures Series Is Held.
LARGE ,RELIEF MAP INSTALLED
Another fine article has been added to
the equipment of the School of Mines in
the form of a large relief map of the
State of Montana.
The map, which measures 13 feet in
length and 7 feet in width, was recently
finished by the A. C. M. Department of
Geology under the direction of Mr. F. A.
Linforth. Mr. Tom Baker and the other
artists, or' are they sculptors, who made
the map, would need no bigger assur-
ance that their creation is appreciated
than to watch the number of students
Call off the mountain peaks, rivers, creeks
and even gulches, so true to actual phy-
Siography is it. It certainly is a master-
Piece.
The map is made of a special, hard
Plaster and is coated with a buff cream
Color paint. It is nearly a foot thick at
the western edge as this is the highest
Part of the state. The horizontal scale
is four miles of terrain to one inch on
the map while all vertical dimensions
have been magnified ten times. Eleva-
tions were obtained from the maps of
~urveys made by the United States Geo-
ogical Survey, the state, and the sur-
veys of mmmg and oil companies.
The department of geology of the school
will use the map considerably in the fu-
ture. Classes in model-making wil find
it helpful but probably the biggest bene-
fit will be had by classes in geology as
it is the intention to paint on the map
all geological structures and areas. No
doubt many alumni will make use of it.
Although mining districts, mines, coal,
oil, and mineral deposits could be indi-
cated on the map, to avoid too much de-
tail, it has been decided to place below
the relief map, a series of smaller paper
.rnaps which will take care of the indus-
trial and economic side of geology by in-
dicating the various mining districts and
potential fields.
Copper Mining Company is located near
the "Milwaukee" station, in the South-
west part of Butte. It is a very up-to-
date sampling mill, used by the Company
for sampling all ores purchased for smelt-
ing at the Anaconda and Great Falls Re-
duction Works. None of the ores from
the mines owned entirely by the Company
go through the sampler, although all of
the ore from the Emma mine, partly
owned by the A. C. M. Co., passes through.
The Washoe employs the Taylor-
Brunton Sampling system. All machin-
ery is housed in an up-to-date, fireproof
building of steel and concrete. Ore
cars are dumped in a steel hopper on the
north side of the mill, from which the
rock passes over a shaking grizzly, sep-
arating the coarse from the fine mater-
ial, the coarse passing to a Blake crush-
er, after which it re-joins the fine ma-
terial which passed through the grizzly.
The total material is elevated to the top
of the mill by means of a bucket elevator,
passing, then, through the Brunton sam-
pling machines and rolls, four samplers,
and three sets of rolls. Each machine
makes a twenty per cent cut of the ma-
terial which passes through it, so that
the final sample from the machines is
one hundred-fifty pounds from fifty tons.
Leaving the machines, the sample is
further reduced in size, ground to one
hundred mesh, and split four ways for
chemical analysis.
The Juniors found the trip very inter-
esting and instructive, and expressed es-
pecial pleasure at the courtesy with
Which they were treated by the Manager
of the plant.
. Corry in metallurgy: What are" ybi_~
trying to do?
. Prof. Gilbert: I am trying to tryout
this new system for calculating a zinc
slag.
ir;-----------------------------------~·-- :"I,. ,
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JUNIORS VISIT WASHOE SAMPLER
That part of the Junior class studying
Metallurgy, made their first field trip
of the season on Friday morning, No-
vemb-er 18. The class, under the leader-
ship of Professor Gilbert, gathered at
the Washoe Sampler at nine o'clock, in-
stead of at school, the whole morning be-
ing occupied by the trip.
The Washoe Sampl~r of the Anaconda
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Mr. William Steuwe, class 1910, for-
merly Assistant Mechanical Engineer with
the A. C. M. Co. In Butte, has been pro-
moted to the position of Chief Drafts-
man at the A. C. M:. Smelter at Great
Falls, Montana.
H, S. Gieser, class 11)06, has accepted
It. position as Mill Superintendent at Du-
rango, Mexico.
Ben Adelstein, class 1922, is now reg-
istered as a student in the pre-medic.
course at the State.College at Bozeman.
John F. Duling, class 1904, was in
Butte recently and spent several hours
at the School of Mines.. Mr. Duling has
not been in Butte for 'twenty years, and
was greatly astonished over the improve-
ments In the different departments at
the school. At present, Mr. Duling is
doing consulting work and is' specializ-
Ing in Mine Management and Mine Or-
ganization. His office is in Los Angeles,
California.
John F. Dugan, class 1906, has return-
ed from California and has been appoint-
ed Assistant Foreman of the Emma Mine
at Butte, under Mr. Eugene Hogan, Class
of 1916, who is Foreman of the same
mine.
Members of the faculty of the School
of Mines' were glad to be visited by Mr.
and Mrs. Walter R. Landwehr, class
1922, who were among the visitors at
the school recently. Mr. Landwehr, for-
merly located in Mexico, is now asso-
ciated with the United States Refining
and Mining Co. at Salt Lake City.
·PROF. WILSON VISITS MUNICH
Professor Wilson of the Mines faculty,
who is taking up post graduate work at
the University of Goettingen, Germany,
spent his recent vacation SOjourning
through Germany.and visiting the his-
toric places in that country. Among the
cities visited by Professor and Mrs. Wil-
son was the City of Munich, or Muen-
chen as it is known in Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Rigney, Mr. Wilson's
parents, recently heard from him and he
describes his visit to Munich as renews:
"Munich is a large city, the second in
size in Germany, ranking next to Ber-
lin. It is a famous art center, in fact
it is noted for two things-its art (called
in German 'Kunst'), and for its beer. Its
best known beer house is the 'Hoffbrau
Haus,' so the people who come to Munich
can be either highbrows and get full of
'Kunst', or halfbrows and get full of beer.
There are innumerable art galleries
and museums here and we have enjoyed
going to these and seeing the original
paintings in their posession. Ruth-Mrs.
Wilson-has studied art, so she enjoys
this privilege very much.· The museums'
are treasures for those who have special-
ized in the branches- touched upon.
The best museum we have visited and
really the most wonderful one in the
world, is the 'Deutsches Museum.' 'This
is a display of t;:)chnical apparatus, ex-
hibits and working models, illustrating
mining, metallurgy, geology,mathematics,
physics and chemistry, and in such a way
as to give not only the historical features
of these subjects, but also the develop-
ment and the modern methods in' use.
Actual coai mines, metal mines, and salt
mines are on display. We took the cage
down the shaft, wandered through drifts
and cross cuts, and climbed stopes and
raises. Drills, pumps and everything
else was there: Life size wax models
added to the actuality of the scenes.
Some of the mines used mules for haul-
ing while others used motors. One mine,
representing usage in certain sections of
the Hartz Mountains, was so wet that
they built canals and used boats for haul-
ing the' ore to the chutes.
The metallurgical division was espec- I
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ially well represented. A full sized con- of lead with their different atomic
verter was there, cut in half and glass weights.
placed so that. a good cross section was The museum is very large and requires
~een. ~stead of m~lten metal, wa~erwas .of course, a number of days to see every~
charged a.nd the air bubbles commg up thing. It is estimated that a walk as mined in the past from a few hun-
thro~gh the ~ater gave.the non-technical through all the rooms covers a distance dred feet to as much as nine hundred
p.ubhcsome l~ea of the process. I had a 'of 19 kilometers, or about 12 miles. And feet.
fme opportumty to study all the modern the first time we were there It took us One of the fault veins has cut off the
types of electric furnaces, as well were exactly ten hours to stroll through for
on display, many in actual ~ize, and. cut a cursory examination. 'Revenue flat vein as shown at depth and
~~u~~c:e:tU~~:d.th~~!~: :~~r:IS~%~;e'i! My visit to M';ffiich~eems to be oc- on surface, and down thrown the con-
of new plants showing the buildings cU_PiedalIIl:0stentirely with technical at- tinuation of the Revenue approximatelY
furnaces, etc., 'in a comprehensive way: falrs. Besides a visit ~ the university one hundred and fifty-feet vertically, as
The latest model costing $10000 shows and the .RoyalPolytechmcum, where Pro- is evidenced by a fairly simple construe-
the new Krupp ~teel plant i~ th~ Ruhr fessor ~lm?n~ studied, we.have also gone tion and projection upon three planes.
district. Metallography and milling are to the. Fair. Germ~~y lS a great place The trough-shaped vein has been de-
also shown in a similar and clear, com- for falr:'. and expositions, for all the veloped to the north of the fault on what
prehensive manner. larger cities hold them annually. Prob- was hitherto supposed to be a differellt
ably the largest ones held are in Munich t
The section on physics and ch~mistry every year from May until October: vein structure to a depth of 350 fee·
are also elaborate. In the physics de- This year they have the 'Bavarian Hard- It is therefore confidently expected bY
partment, as you proceed through t.he werk' fair; an exhibition of the Bavar- suitable' exploration to develop, in the
various rooms, you had the opportumty ian industries. The manufacturers of continuation of the Revenue, ore shoots
t~ ma~e all the experiments that ~re jewelry, 'parzellan', glass, furniture, clo- similar in tenor and frequency to thoSe
given in a coll~ge course. Ev~rythmg thing, and all kinds of metal work, formerly found. 'Also in this connection
was se~ up and in ord.er, and dlr.ectlons machinery and toys are shown. The it should be borne' in mind that these
were ~Iven, together Wlt~ an outline-ex- companies exhibiting their products just are fissure veins in granite which are
planation of tI:e theory mvolved, as well move their shops, or sections of their Iikely to extend to a great depth In ac-
as the conclusions to be drawn. plants to the exposition grounds and pro- I cordance with experience elsewhere. In
In the chemistry department, explana- duct their articles under public inspec- the Butte district similar type copper
tions were also set.up, but because of the tion. This is much more interesting than veins are being worked to a depth of
nature of the subject, these were not as simply putting a lot of things in glass 3600 feet. .
cases and labeling them. The many friends of Mr. Carroll III
complete as the ones in physics. The Munich is right at the foot of the the student body, alumni, and faculty
laboratories tor quantitative analysis and Alps, and many of the visitors in the Will watch with great interest his pro-
for physical and electro-chemistry are city wear the costumes of Tyrol and the gress in the development of this proP-
all absolutely modern in equipment and Alps-knee pants, light blue coats, green erty, The Carrolls are continuing their
apparatus. One interesting display was hats w~th a feather, and mountain walk- residence in Butte at 939 Hornet S.treet,
that of a complete set of all the known mg. sticks. The peasants dress is es- as Mr. Carroll will make Butte his head-
chemical elements, all of the known iso- pecially tantastic ; their style has not quarters as consulting geologist and min-
topes, as for example, the various kinds changed mages. ing engineer.
CARROLL ACQUIRES MINE
(Continued from Page One)
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